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In this paper,wediscretize techniques for the constructionof axiallymonogenic functions to the settingofdiscreteClifford
analysis. Wherefore, we work in the discrete Hermitian Clifford setting, where each basis vector ej is split into a forward
and backward basis vector: ej D eCj C ej . We prove a discrete version of Fueter’s theorem in odd dimension by showing
that for a discrete monogenic function f.0, 1/ left-monogenic in two variables 0 and 1 and for a left-monogenic Pk./,
the m-dimensional function kC
m1
2 f.0, /Pk./ is in itself left monogenic, that is, a discrete function in the kernel of
the discrete Dirac operator. Closely related, we consider a Vekua-type system for the construction of axially monogenic
functions.We consider some explicit examples: the discrete axial-exponential functions and the discrete Clifford–Hermite
polynomials. Copyright © 2015 JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.
Keywords: discrete Clifford analysis; axial monogenicity; Fueter theorem
1. Introduction
In 1935, the Swiss mathematician R. Fueter described in his paper [1] a technique to obtain monogenic quaternionic functions, starting
from a holomorphic function in the upper half of the complex plane. The technique is the following: consider a holomorphic function
f .z/ D u.x, y/ C i v.x, y/ (for z D x C iy) in some open subset „ of the upper half of the complex planeCC D fz D x C i y 2 C : y > 0g.
Then, in the corresponding region, the function
F.q0, q/ D 
0





is both left- and right-monogenic with respect to the quaternionic Cauchy–Riemann operator
D D @q0 C i @q1 C j @q2 C k @q3 .
This classical result was later generalized toR0,m form odd by Sce [2], form even by Qian[3,4], and in [5], Sce’s result was generalized
by Sommen as follows: if m is an odd positive integer and Pk.x/ is a homogeneous monogenic polynomial of degree k inRm, then

kC m12
x Œ.u.x0, r/ C ! v.x0, r//Pk.x/
is also monogenic in Q.
The goal of this paper is to discretize Sommen’s result to the setting of discrete Clifford analysis. Clifford analysis is a natural gener-
alization of complex analysis to higher dimensions. For a detailed description, we refer to [6–8]. For the sake of completion, we recall
some of the basic notions. It is constructed by associating to the standard Euclidean spaceRm the real Clifford algebraR0,m, generated
by the canonical basis e1, : : : , em. These generators satisfy the multiplication rule ei ej C ej ei D 2 ıij . For a basis of R0,m, we consider
for each set A D fj1, : : : , jkg  f1, : : : ,mg the element eA D ej1 : : : ejk with 1 6 j1 < j2 < : : : < jk 6 m, together with e; D 1, the
identity element.
The Euclidean spaceRm is embedded inR0,m by identifying the point .x1, : : : , xm/ 2 Rm with the Clifford vector x D PmjD1 xj ej . The
vector-valued first-order differential operator @x D PmjD1 ej @xj , called the Dirac operator, underlies the notion of monogenicity of a
function; a notion which may be considered as the higher-dimensional analogue of holomorphy in the complex plane. More explicitly,
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a function f defined and continuously differentiable in an open region   Rm and taking values in (a subspace of ) R0,m is (left-)
monogenic in  if @x f D 0 in . Furthermore, because of the fundamental property @2x D x , monogeneity may, with true right, be
considered as a refinement of harmonic analysis.
Discrete Clifford analysis [9–11] has emerged in recent years as both a direct discretization of Euclidean Clifford analysis and a higher-
dimensional analogue of discrete complex analysis. There are, although, various choices related to the construction of a discrete Dirac
operator. We work in the so-called discrete Hermitian setting, where the use of both forward and backward differences in the defi-
nition of the discrete Dirac operator @ translates into a direct factorization of the discrete (star) Laplacian:  D @2. As in Euclidean
Clifford analysis, the construction of discrete monogenic functions, that is, functions in the kernel of the discrete Dirac operator, is a
central topic in discrete Clifford analysis, and various techniques have already been developed or directly discretized: a discrete Cauchy–
Kovalevskaya extension theorem, a discrete Fischer decomposition,.... In this paper, wewill consider two new techniques, closely related
to the CK-extension, resulting in discrete axially monogenic functions.
In section 2, we will start with recalling some choices and basic notions of discrete Clifford analysis. Section 3 contains a first tech-
nique to construct axially monogenic functions, by means of a direct discretization of Sommen’s result; the main theorem asserts
the following.
Theorem 1
Let m be odd; let f .0, 1/ be a (left-)discrete monogenic function in 0, 1 with real Taylor coefficients and let Pk be a discrete (left-)
monogenic polynomial of degree k in  , that is
.@0 C @1/f .0, 1/ D 0, @Pk./ D 0,
where @ D PmjD1 @j .
Replacing every 1 by  D PmjD1 j and letting the discrete Laplace operator  act k C m12 times on f .0, / Pk./ results again in a
discrete (left-) monogenic function, that is
.@0 C @/kC m12 .f .0, / Pk.// D 0.
Section 4 introduces the concept of discrete axially monogenic functions and the associated Vekua-type system. Application of the
previous result leads to the definition of discrete analogues of some special functions, for example, the discrete axially-exponential
functions and the discrete Clifford–Hermite polynomials. The former, in turn, lead to discrete versions of the spherical Bessel func-
tion, which appears in the theory of the Helmholtz operator, while the latter play a part in solutions to the discrete Heat equation
(e.g. [12]), which can be interpreted as an extension of the Dirac equation with an additional time dimension. Clifford–Hermite poly-
nomials are also being used in the definition of continuous wavelet transforms. In the discrete setting, this could be a subject for
future investigations.
2. Preliminaries
Let Rm be the m-dimensional Euclidean space, with orthonormal basis ej , j D 1, : : : ,m. In the discrete Clifford setting, we consider
over this space a uniform lattice Zm with arbitrary mesh width 1. A Clifford vector x will only be allowed to show integer co-ordinates.
We then introduce the traditional one-sided forward and backward difference operators j˙ , j D 1, : : : ,m, respectively acting on a
function f as
Cj Œf .x/ D f .x C ej/  f .x/, j Œf .x/ D f .x/  f .x  ej/.





f .x C ej/  f .x  ej/





the notation  referring to this operator being called the ‘star Laplacian’, because it contains function values at the midpoints of the
faces of the cube centered at x.
The discrete Dirac operator factorizing this star Laplacian is introduced using the so-called Hermitian setting. In this setting, each








` C e` ej D 0 D eCj eC` C eC` eCj and eCj e` C e` eCj D ıj`, j, ` D 1, : : : ,m.
Because ej D eCj Cej , these conditions imply that e2j D C1, j D 1, : : : ,m, that is, the Clifford algebra has signature .m, 0/. To introduce







j C ej j .
Observe that indeed @2 D .
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Considering the (commuting) difference operators j˙ as lowering operators, we introduce (see [10]) the corresponding raising
operators Xj˙ (j D 1, : : : ,m) satisfying the ‘skew’ Weyl relations:
Cj X
C
j  Xj j D 1 D j Xj  XCj Cj (1)
which replace the classical Weyl relations holding in the continuous case for the partial derivatives and the vector variable. The
operators Xj˙ mutually commute and they commute also with 
˙
k for j ¤ k.






j C ej XCj
of which the components Xj˙ are no longer independent, but interconnected by (1). Next, the discrete Euler operator E( see also [10])
is defined by imposing the intertwining relation @  C  @ D 2EC m, which holds for the Dirac operator and the vector variable in the
continuous Clifford case. This discrete Euler operatorE is then easily seen to satisfy also the other usual intertwining relations with the
Dirac operator and the vector variable, respectively, that is, @E D E @ C @ andE  D  EC  . The notion of homogeneity of a discrete
polynomial is then defined as follows.
Definition 1
Adiscrete polynomial Pk is called discrete homogeneous of degree k if and only if it is an eigenfunctionwith eigenvalue k of the discrete
Euler operator:E Pk D k Pk .
Introduction of the co-ordinate variable j D XCj ej C Xj eCj , j D 1, : : : ,m and of the co-ordinate difference operator @j D eCj Cj C
ej j , j D 1, : : : ,m, enables us to decompose the discrete Dirac operator and the vector variable respectively as @ D
Pm
jD1 @j and
 D PmjD1 j . On account of the skewWeyl relations (1), it is easily seen that j and @j satisfy the graded (anti-)commuting relations
@jj  j@j D 1, j D 1, : : : ,m, and @`j C j@` D 0, ` ¤ j, j, ` D 1, : : : ,m.
However, the j are mutually anti-commuting

j k D k j

as are the difference operators (@j @k D @k @j for j ¤ k).
Moreover, using the intertwining relation E  D  .EC 1/, it directly follows that E j D j .EC 1/, whence kj Œ1, that is, natural
powers of the operator j acting on the ground state 1, are the basic discrete homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the variable xj ,
similar to the basic homogeneous powers xkj in the continuous setting. A closed form for these polynomials was obtained in [10]; they
are given by










x2j C n xj .eCj ^ ej /
 n1Y
iD1
.x2j  i2/, (3)
for each n D 1, 2, : : : and j D 1, : : : ,m. Here, eCj ^ ej denotes eCj ej  ej eCj . Note that a ‘discrete homogeneous polynomial’ is not
homogeneous in the classical sense, because the property kj Œ1.txj/ D tk kj Œ1.xj/ does not hold.
A function defined on Zm is then called (left-) discrete monogenic in a domain   Zm if it satisfies in  the equation @f D 0,
or, in other words, if it is a null solution for the left action of the discrete Dirac operator. Discrete homogeneous polynomial null
solutions of @ are called discrete spherical monogenics, and the space of discrete spherical monogenics of degree k is denotedMk .
We adopted the name ’discrete spherical monogenic’ to indicate that these functions are the discrete analogues of the spherical
monogenics, a notion which is standard in Clifford analysis. This does not mean that they can be defined on a discrete version of
the sphere.
3. Generalized Fueter’s theorem
Before discussing the discrete Fueter theorem (Theorem 1), we will prove some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1
The repeated action of @ on terms of the form s Pk./ is given by
@2` 2i Pk./ D .2i/ŠŠ
.2i  2`/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2`  2/ŠŠ 
2i2` Pk./, 8` 6 i,
@2`C1 2i Pk./ D .2i/ŠŠ
.2i  2`  2/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2`  2/ŠŠ 
2i2`1 Pk./, 8` 6 i  1,
@2` 2iC1 Pk./ D .2i/ŠŠ
.2i  2`/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2`/ŠŠ 
2i2`C1 Pk./, 8` 6 i,
@2`C1 2iC1 Pk./ D .2i/ŠŠ
.2i  2`/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m/ŠŠ
.2i C 2k C m  2`  2/ŠŠ 
2i2` Pk./, 8` 6 i.
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Proof
We take into account the basic rules (with Pk a discrete spherical monogenic of degree k in ):
@ 2i Pk./ D 2i 2i1 Pk ,
@ 2iC1 Pk./ D .2i C 2k C m/ 2i Pk
and apply a recursion argument.
Now, let m D 2n C 1 be odd. Consider a discrete monogenic function f .0, 1/ in two variables with real Taylor coëfficiënts, this




z1 Oz1z1 : : :„ ƒ‚ …
`
c`, c` 2 R.
Here, z1 D 1  0 and Oz1 D 1 C 0. Denote  D PmjD1 j and let Pk./ 2Mk be a discrete spherical monogenic of degree k. Then, we
will show that kC m12 .f .0, / Pk.// is a discrete monogenic function in m C 1 variables 0, : : : , m, that is
.@0 C @/kC m12 .f .0, / Pk.// D .@0 C @/2kCm.f .0, / Pk.// D 0.
Because a discrete monogenic function in two variables with real Taylor coefficients is a linear combination of terms of the form .z1 Oz1/`
and .z1 Oz1/`z1, we can consider both options separately.
First, take f D .z2 Oz2/`. We will show that
.@0 C @/2kC2nC1
h
..  0/. C 0//`Pk./
i
D 0.
Therefore, we use that








2kC2n2i C @2i0 @2kC2n2iC1

and























(for example [14]). Combining both expressions then shows that
.@0 C @/2kC2nC1
h























































































Applying Lemma 1 and @s0 
k
0 D kŠ.ks/Š ks0 , we find that
.@0 C @/2kC2nC1
h
















.2`  2j  2i  1/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C m  2/ŠŠ


















.2`  2j  1/Š
.2`  2j  2i  2/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C m/ŠŠ

























.2`  2j  2i/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i  2/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C m  2/ŠŠ


















.2`  2j  1/Š
.2`  2j  2i  1/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C m/ŠŠ





The extra minus sign in line (7) arises due to the anti-commutativity of 0 and  . We will now look directly at the level of the coefficients.
Note that in (4) and (7), the powers of 0 are odd and the powers of  are even while in (5) and (6), the powers of 0 are even and the
powers of  are odd.
We now consider (4) and (7): note that the only non-vanishing values for j are j 2 fk C n  i, : : : , `  i  1g because, otherwise, the









Pk of degree 2` C k will automatically give
zero.
The (odd) powers of 0 range from 1 to 2`2k2n1while the (even) powers of  range from 0 to 2`2k2n2. We now consider










.2`  2i  2s  2/Š .2s C 1/Š
.2`  2i  2s  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  3/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  3/ŠŠ
 1
.2`  2i  2s  1/Š .2s C 1/Š
.2`  2i  2s  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  1/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  3/ŠŠ

D .1/sC1 .2`/Š







.1/i .2`  2i  2s  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  3/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s  2/Š

1  .2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  1/
.2`  2i  2s  1/

D .1/s 2 .k C n/ .2`/Š
.2s C 1/Š
2`s1 .`  s  1/Š








2`is1 .`  i  s  1/Š
2`skn1 .`  s  k  n  1/Š
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  2/Š
2`isCkCn1 .`  i  s C k C n  1/Š .2`  2i  2s  1/Š
D .1/s 2 .k C n/ .2`/Š
.2s C 1/Š
.`  s  1/Š








.`  i  s  1/Š
.`  s  k  n  1/Š
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  2/Š
.`  i  s C k C n  1/Š .2`  2i  2s  1/Š .
Here, we used that .2j/ŠŠ D 2j jŠ and .2j  1/ŠŠ D .2j/Š
2j jŠ
. Now, one can check by means of symbolic computation software, for example,
Maple (Maplesoft, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada), that this is zero.
Looking at the line (5), we may note that the only non-vanishing values of j are those in the rang fk  n C i, : : : , `  i  1g, while
the j-values in line (6) must be taken in fk  n C i C 1, : : : , `  ig . We may further conclude that the powers of 0 are even and range













.2`  2j  1/Š
.2`  2j  2i  2/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C 2n C 1/ŠŠ


















.2`  2j  2i/Š
.2j/ŠŠ
.2j  2k  2n C 2i  2/ŠŠ
.2j C 2k C 2n  1/ŠŠ
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If we now only consider the coefficient of 2s0 
2`2k2n2s1 Pk , with s 2 f0, : : : , `  k  n  1g, we must choose j D `  i  s  1 in the









2`  2i  2s  1
!
.2i C 2s C 1/Š
.2s/Š
.2`  2i  2s  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  1/ŠŠ














.2`  2i  2s/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  1/ŠŠ










.2`  2i  2s  1/Š .2s/Š
.2`  2i  2s C 2k C 2n  1/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  1/ŠŠ
.2`  2i  2s  2/ŠŠ
.2`  2s  2k  2n  2/ŠŠ

1  .2`  2i  2s/
.2`  2i  2s/

D 0.
The second option for the monogenic function f , f D z2 Oz2` z2, is considered completely analogous.
4. Discrete axial monogenic functions
Fueter’s theorem results in functions that are axially symmetric around the 0-axis. A second method of obtaining such axially




















@j Pk./ D 0, E Pk./ D
mX
jD1
j @j Pk./ D k Pk./.
These functions are discrete analogues of the classic axial monogenic functions in Euclidean Clifford analysis, in which case they gen-








can no longer be











D .2` C m/ 2`Œ1.
We may thus consider the term .2` C m/ 2` as the formal derivative of the operator 2`C1. We will denote this as d
d





This means that when acting on the trivial discrete monogenic 1, the formal derivative is nothing else than the normal derivative.










Pk C 2k 2` Pk .
Because @2` Pk D 2` 2`1 Pk , for all discrete monogenic polynomials Pk , we define the formal derivative of 2` as
d
d
2` D 2` 2`1.
In conclusion, the formal derivative of a polynomial operator A D P1kD0 k ak is











2k 2k1 a2k C
1X
kD0








k0 D k k10 ; again we may remark that
d
d0
k0 Œ1 D @k0 Œ1.


























The given function .A C  B/ Pk is thus monogenic if

















.A/ C  d
d
.B/ C .2k C m/ B D 0,
d
d




Note that Fueter’s theorem generates axial monogenic functions. Indeed, replacing 1 by  in the Taylor series of f .0, 1/, and letting 





C  B 0, 2 .
Remark 3
The Vekua-system can equivalently be expressed as(
.@0A C  @B C .2k C m/ B/ Œ1 D 0,
.@A   @0B/ Œ1 D 0.
As corollary of (2)–(3), it holds that
8xi 2 Z, 8k > 2 jxij C 1 : ki .xi/ D 0,
implying that the convergence of series of the form
P
s as 
s is never an issue, because for each point .x1, : : : , xm/ 2 Z, there exists a
natural number N such that sŒ1 .x1, : : : , xm/ D 0, for all s > N. In each point of the grid, the series will reduce to a finite sum.
Example 1


































 D e0 d
d
.b/.
We, thus, obtain the following system 8ˆˆ<
ˆˆ:
e0 a C  e0 d
d




.a/   e0 b D 0,
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which can be rewritten as8ˆˆ<
ˆˆ:
e0 a C e0  d
d








a C  d
d
.b/ C .2k C m/ b D 0,
d
d
.a/   b D 0.
Looking at the coefficients, we see that the second equation implies that
1X
sD1
















.2s/ 2s bs C .2k C m/
1X
sD0
2s bs D 0
or thus for all s D 0, 1, : : ::
as C .2s/ bs C .2k C m/ bs D 0 , as C .2s/ bs C .2k C m/ bs D 0.
For s D 0, this shows that a0 C .2k C m/ b0 D 0. For s > 1, we obtain that
bs1
2s
C .2s/ bs C .2k C m/ bs D 0 , bs1 D .2s/ .2k C 2s C m/ bs
, bs D bs1
.2s/ .2k C 2s C m/ .
Set b0 D C, then one finds recursively that
bs D .1/
s .2k C m/ŠŠ
.2s/ŠŠ .2k C m C 2s/ŠŠ C.
From here, it follows easily that




s1 .2k C m/ŠŠ
.2s/ŠŠ .2k C m C 2s  2/ŠŠ C.
















































k C m2 C s C 1
 C.






































JkC m2 1 ./
and










































is the Bessel function of the first kind.








k C m2 C 1
 , then







2 JkC m2 1 ./ ,







2 JkC m2 ./ .










2 JkC m2 1 ./  e0 1k
m
2 JkC m2 ./

Pk./
is an axially exponential monogenic function.
If m is odd, then, we use that






 , n 2 N








k C m2 C 1

2kC m2 Cs1C 12 

k C m2 C s  1 C 1
























k C m2 C s C 1
 C D .1/s22s sŠ 





k C m2 C s C 1
 C.
We obtain the same coëfficiënts as in the case wherem is even. We obtain the same conclusion.
Example 2




and B.0, 2/ D 0, we obtained a discrete monogenic func-


































































where as and bs are functions of 2 with a0.2/ D 1 and b0.2/ D 0. We will show that from the Vekua system, we obtain that

A.0, 





























a` C .1/`  b`

D H`,m,k .
The Vekua system is given by
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( d
d0
.A/ C  dd .B/ C .2k C m/ B D 0,
d
d .A/   dd0 .B/ D 0.






























































































the first line translates to  1X
`D1




















.` C 1/ a`C1 C  d
d
.b`/ C
2 C .2k C m/ b` D 0. (8)
From this recurrence relation and b0 D 0, we can immediately see that a1 D 0.




























.a`/   a`  .` C 1/  b`C1 D 0.
(9)
This immediately implies that b2 D 0. Recursively, we will find that
a2`C1 D 0, b2` D 0, 8` D 0, 1, : : : .





 b2`C1 D 1
.2` C 1/Š H2`C1,m,k .
We prove this by induction on `. We will use (see [14]) that8<
:H2`,m,k Pk D .@  /H2`1,m,k Pk ,H2`C1,m,k Pk D  .@  /H2`,m,k Pk .
We combine a0 D 1with (9) to find that  b1 D  D  H1,m,k . From this and (8), it follows that a2 D 12
2 C .2k C m/ D 12 H2,m,k .
We now assume (induction hypothesis) that a2`2 D 1
.2`  2/Š H2`2,m,k . Then (9) shows









Note that, because H2`2,m,k only includes even powers of  , we know that
d
d
.H2`2,m,k/ Pk D @ .H2`2,m,k Pk/. We thus find that
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.H2`2,m,k/ Pk D 1
.2`  1/Š .@  / .H2`2,m,k Pk/ D
1
.2`  1/Š H2`1,m,k Pk
from which it follows that  b2`1 D 1
.2`  1/Š H2`1,m,k .
From (8), we see that







2 C .2k C m/ b2`1
 Pk .
Again, because b2`1.2/ involves only even powers of  , we know that
d
d
.b2`1/ Pk D @ .b2`1 Pk/ and thus
a2` Pk D 1
2`

 @.b2`1 Pk/ C
2 C .2k C m/ b2`1 Pk D 1
2`

.2  m C @ / b2`1 Pk C




2 b2`1  Pk C @  b2`1 Pk C
2 C 2k b2`1 Pk D 1
2`
.@  /  b2`1 Pk
because b2`1 is a function of 2,

 , 2
 D 0 and Pk D k Pk . Because of the induction hypothesis, wemay now substitute  b2`1 D1
.2`  1/Š H2`1,m,k and find
.@  /H2`1,m,k Pk D H2`,m,k Pk
so a2` Pk D 1
.2`/Š
H2`,m,k Pk and a2` D 1.2`/Š H2`,m,k .
Example 3
Let again @ D PmjD1 @j and  D PmjD1 j . The previous two examples are consistent with the corresponding results in the continuous




Pk./ but also in






is a discrete spherical monogenic operator of degree k, that is, a discrete homogeneous polynomial operator satisfying @ PkŒ1 D 0,









then we find exactly the discrete Clifford–Hermite polynomials Hs,m,k./:
Gs D Hs,m,k./ Pk./G.
The discrete distribution G , however, also has a discrete density function,that is, as a function G can be viewed to equal the
discrete function











BesselI .x1, 1/ : : : BesselI .xm, 1/,
where now ı0 is the discrete delta function and BesselI the modified Bessel function of the first kind. We may thus also consider the











where f0 D g and fsC1 D .1/sC1 @1fs. We, thus, obtain that












The one-dimensional Taylor series expansion of the discrete delta function is given by
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2q C 2` C 2t C 1











One can easily check that A and B satisfy the Vekua-system:(
@0.A/ C  @.B/ C mB D 0,
@.A/   @0.B/ D 0.
5. Conclusion and future research
In this paper, we found that two classical techniques for the construction of axiallymonogenic polynomials in Euclidean Clifford analysis
may be readily discretized to the Hermitian discrete Clifford analysis setting. A first discretization is a discrete Fueter’s theorem, allowing
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the extension of a two-dimensional discrete monogenic function to m dimenisons (m odd) by the action of a certain power of the star
Laplacian on the said function and (if necessary) a discrete monogenic Pk . A second technique starts from the definition of discrete
axially monogenic functions 
A.0, 
2/ C  B.0, 2/

Pk
and derives a Vekua-type system, which the functions A.0/ and B.0/, considered radial in  and having real Taylor coefficients, have
to satisfy.
A topic for future research and a nice application would involve a factorization of the discrete Heat equation (see [12]) by means
of a parabolic Dirac operator, which may be considered as an extension of the Dirac operator with an additional time dimension, and
applying (a slightly modified version of ) Fueters theorem to obtain solutions to the first-order Clifford-Heat equation. Moreover, the
use of axially monogenic special functions such as the Clifford–Hermite polynomials may be a starting point for the study of wavelet
transforms in the discrete setting, as has been performed in the continuous setting in [15].
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